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Abstract
Electrophysiological tinnitus research, such as EEG studies, typically investigates the irregu-

larities in separate frequency bands. These frequency bands are coupled, such that the higher

oscillation frequencies are nested (phase–amplitude coupled) on the lower frequencies, result-

ing in a 1/f power spectrum. The changes in the 1/f slope of the power spectrum in tinnitus

patients are unexplored. Deviations from the 1/f pattern also reflect a change toward a more

lattice (steeper slope) or random network (flatter slope) and relate to the amount of information

in a network. In this study, we investigate the 1/f slope in the resting-state EEGs of tinnitus

patients and relate these findings to proposed tinnitus mechanisms. Our data show that tinnitus

is characterized by a slope that is flattened in comparison to the control group and that the

tinnitus loudness percept correlates the steepness of the slope of the power spectrum in

resting-state EEG signals for the left auditory cortex and left parahippocampus. The steepness

of the slope is predominantly related to an increase in theta activity and its minor increase in

gamma activity, suggesting that the slope is deviating toward white noise. These results should

motivate further research into this hitherto elusive form of brain activity that resides behind the

mask of the universal 1/f power spectrum observed across nature.
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1 Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) research has mostly focused on the synchronous

activation of neuronal populations that produce rhythmic brain oscillation in specific

frequency bands. These brain oscillations can be represented in frequency domains,

as their power spectra contain peaks at the corresponding frequency ranges. An EEG

is traditionally subdivided into different frequency bands, each with their own under-

lying roles: delta (1–3Hz), theta (4–8Hz), alpha (9–12Hz), beta (12–30Hz), and
gamma (>30Hz). New neuronal dynamics regimes have been explored that are char-

acterized by arrhythmic activity (Diaz et al., 2018). Studies have been investigating

broadband properties of the EEG spectrum and have identified a predominant “1/f”

component that falls off with increasing frequency following a power-law function:

P ∝ 1/fβ where P is power, f is frequency, and β is the power-law or spectral expo-

nent typically in the range between 0 and 3 (He, 2014). This power-law distribution

of the power spectrum is also named “scale-free” or “fractal” dynamics and is com-

monly referred to as “1/f noise” (Allegrini et al., 2009; Buzsaki and Mizuseki, 2014;

He et al., 2010). Depending on the spectral exponent pink, brown and white noise have

been described (Keshner, 1982). Pink noise is characterized by a power-law exponent

around 1 (Leong et al., 2018), brown noise around 2 (Freeman and Zhai, 2009) and

black noise larger than 2 (Freeman and Zhai, 2009). In white noise all frequencies

typically have equal power, meaning that the power-law exponent is 0, or the spectral

density is flat (Keshner, 1982). White noise represents a maximum of informational

entropy (Shannon, 1948), in other words a lack of information content, as the there

is no structure embedded in the noise. All frequencies are independent of each other

(Shannon, 1948), in contrast to structured, i.e., colored noise (Kosko, 2006).

For a long time, brain activity that contained in the “1/f” slope has been deemed

unimportant, i.e., noise, and was often removed from the analysis in order to

emphasize brain oscillations (He, 2014). Increasing evidence however suggests that

arrhythmic brain activity contributes to brain functioning and that the 1/f slope can

vary in significant ways (El Boustani et al., 2009; Freeman and Zhai, 2009; Podvalny

et al., 2015; Voytek and Knight, 2015). Several brain studies have demonstrated that

for healthy subjects the entropy of neural time series is characterized by roughly 1/f

or pink noise and that signals show pink noise behavior when excitatory and

inhibitory influences are balanced (Dehghani et al., 2010; El Boustani et al.,

2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2010; Milstein et al., 2009; Radulescu and Mujica-

Parodi, 2014). Studies demonstrate that this 1/f-like power spectra shifts toward a

white (1/f0) noise in several brain disorders including schizophrenia (Radulescu

et al., 2012; Slezin et al., 2007), anxiety (Tolkunov et al., 2010), autism (Lai

et al., 2010; Weinger et al., 2014), fibromyalgia (Gonzalez-Villar et al., 2017),

and Alzheimer’s disease (Protzner et al., 2010; Vysata et al., 2014). From an infor-

mation theory point of view this suggests that these disorders are related to a less

information processing.

Instead of investigating irregularities in the different frequency bands, disorders

can be approached by considering the entire power spectrum as a unified statistical
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representation of the signal, reflected by a change in the 1/f slope of the power

spectrum. This new approach has not yet been investigated for tinnitus. Tinnitus

is considered an auditory phantom perception and can present as a noise or a tone,

or complex sound percept in the absence of any objective corresponding physical

sound source (Jastreboff, 1990). The lack of auditory input results in a lack of infor-

mation the auditory system can use to reduce auditory uncertainty, inherently present

in the environment (De Ridder et al., 2014a).

Thalamocortical dysrhythmia (TCD) in the left auditory cortex and the left para-

hippocampus has been associated with deafferentation related chronic tinnitus

(De Ridder et al., 2015; Llinas et al., 2005, 1999; Vanneste et al., 2018). The original

description of thalamocortical dysrhythmia proposes that normal resting-state al-

pha activity (8–12Hz) slows down to theta (4–8Hz) activity in states of deprived

input. This theta activity is then associated with an increase in surrounding beta/

gamma (25–50Hz) activity, which results in persistent cross-frequency coupling

between theta and gamma activity (Llinas et al., 1999, 2005; Vanneste et al., 2018).

The underlying idea is that deprivation leads to a thalamocortical column-specific

decrease in information processing, which permits slowing down of resting-state

thalamocortical activity from alpha to theta, as less information needs to be pro-

cessed (Borst and Theunissen, 1999). Decreased input also results in a reduction

of GABAA-mediated lateral inhibition, inducing gamma (>30Hz) band activity

surrounding the deafferented thalamocortical columns (Llinas et al., 2005). This

gamma band activity surrounding theta activity is known as the edge effect

(Llinas et al., 1999, 2005).

In the past, tinnitus researchers have investigated the irregularities in the many

frequency bands separately. However, the overall cross-frequency coupling between

the different frequency bands, reflected in changes in the 1/f slope of the power

spectrum (Voytek et al., 2015) in tinnitus patients is unexplored. In this study, we

investigate the changes in the 1/f slope of the power spectrum and discuss these find-

ings in the light of the proposed tinnitus mechanisms. As tinnitus is a simple phantom

percept similar to phantom pain (De Ridder et al., 2011a; Hullfish et al., 2019;

Mohan and Vanneste, 2017; Vanneste et al., 2013) with comorbidities such as de-

pression and anxiety, we expect spectra shifts toward a white noise based on auditory

input deprivation. It has further been suggested that in a 1/f relationship, perturba-

tions that occur at slow frequencies (i.e., theta) cause a cascade of energy disposition

at beta and gamma frequencies as widespread slow oscillations modulate faster local

events (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). We hypothesize that theta might influence the

1/f structure slope in the auditory cortex and hippocampus for tinnitus patients, as

these two structures are critically involved in a Bayesian explanation for the

generation of tinnitus (De Ridder et al., 2014a). The lack of auditory input will be

reflected from an information theory point of view by a flattening of the spectral

exponent slope. Neurophysiologically this would be the result of the thalamocortical

dysrhythmia model of auditory deprivation. The goal of this study was to verify

whether information theoretical approaches to tinnitus and neurophysiological data

are consistent.
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2 Methods and materials
2.1 Participants
One-hundred and twenty patients with chronic tinnitus were included after exclusion

of individuals with pulsatile tinnitus, Meniere’s disease, otosclerosis, chronic head-

ache, neurological disorders (i.e., brain tumors), and individuals being treated for

mental disorders in order to increase the sample homogeneity.

One-hundred and twenty healthy non-tinnitus controls participated, who were

age-matched and gender matched, as the 1/f slope changes (flattens) which age

(Voytek et al., 2015). None of these subjects were known to suffer from tinnitus,

were matched for hearing loss at a group level. Exclusion criteria included: known

psychiatric or neurological illness, psychiatric history or drug/alcohol abuse, history

of head injury (with loss of consciousness) or seizures, headache, or physical disabil-

ity. For these healthy controls hearing assessment was also performed.

All participating patients were screened for the severity of hearing loss using the

British Society of Audiology pure tone audiometry procedures (Electronics Orbiter

922 Version 2 in a soundproof audiometric booth using TDH-39 headphone as trans-

ducer) at 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8kHz (British Society of Audiology,

2008). See Fig. 1 for a comparison between the control group and the tinnitus group.

See Table 1 for a comparison between the control group and the tinnitus group for

demographics.

FIG. 1

Using a median split the tinnitus group was divided into two subgroups, one without

clinical hearing loss, and one with severe hearing loss (top left and top right figures). The

subgroup with severe hearing loss perceived tinnitus significantly louder (bottom left) and

experienced tinnitus more distressing (bottom right) than the subgroup without clinical

hearing loss.
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2.2 Tinnitus measures
Numeric rating scale (NRS). Tinnitus loudness using a numeric rating scale between

0 and 10 was used to evaluate the subjectively perceived tinnitus loudness based on

the question: “How loud is your tinnitus?” (0¼no tinnitus and 10¼as loud as

imaginable).

Tinnitus Questionnaire (TQ). Tinnitus-related distress was assessed using the

Tinnitus Questionnaire (TQ). This scale is comprised of 52 items and is a well-

established measure for the assessment of a broad spectrum of tinnitus-related

psychological complaints. The global TQ score can be computed to measure the

general level of psychological and psychosomatic distress. A 3-point scale is given

for all items, ranging from “true” (2 points) to “partly true” (1 point) and “not true”

(0 points). The total score (from 0 to 84) was computed according to standard criteria

published in previous work (Hiller et al., 1994; Hiller and Goebel, 1992; Meeus

et al., 2007).

2.3 EEG data collection and processing
EEG recordings were obtained in a fully lighted room with each participant sitting

upright on a comfortable chair. The actual recording lasted approximately 5min. The

EEG was sampled usingMitsar-201 amplifiers (NovaTech http://www.novatecheeg.

com/) with 19 electrodes placed according to the standard 10–20 International place-
ment. Impedances were checked to remain below 5kΩ. Data were collected while the
subject’s eyes were closed (sampling rate¼500Hz, band passed 0.15–200Hz). Off-
line data were band-pass filtered in the range 2–43Hz, resampled to 128Hz and sub-

sequently transposed into Eureka! Software (Congedo, 2002). The data were then

plotted and carefully inspected for manual artifact rejection. All episodic artifacts

including eye movements, teeth clenching, body movement, or electrocardiac arti-

fact were removed from the stream of the EEG. Fourier cross-spectral matrices were

computed for frequency from 2 to 43Hz for epochs of 2s.

Standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA;

Pascual-Marqui, 2002) was used to estimate the intracerebral electrical sources that

Table 1 Demographics.

Control group Tinnitus group

Age M¼49.05, Sd¼11.21 M¼48.32, Sd¼11.21

Gender ♀: 78 ♂: 42 ♀: 64 ♂: 56

Tinnitus-related distress – M¼42.15, Sd¼9.57

Tinnitus type – Pure tone: 66
Narrow band noise: 54

Tinnitus location – Left ear: 34
Right ear: 29
Bilateral: 57
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generated the recorded activity (at sensory level). As a standard procedure, a com-

mon average reference transformation (Pascual-Marqui, 2002) is performed before

applying the sLORETA algorithm. sLORETA computes electric neuronal activity as

current density (A/mm2) without assuming a predefined number of active sources.

The solution space used in this study and associated leadfield matrix are those imple-

mented in the LORETA-Key software (freely available at http://www.uzh.ch/

keyinst/loreta.htm). The sLORETA-key anatomical template divides and labels

the neocortical (including hippocampus and anterior cingulated cortex) MNI-152

volume in 6239 voxels of dimension 5mm3, based on probabilities returned by

the Demon Atlas (Lancaster et al., 2000). The co-registration makes use of the cor-

rect translation from the MNI-152 space into the Talairach and Tournoux space

(Brett et al., 2002). The log-transformed electric current density was calculated

for left auditory cortex, left parahippocampus as regions of interests. The selection

of these regions of interest was based on our hypothesis as introduced in the intro-

duction (a priori).

2.4 Current density
The log-transformed electric current density was calculated for left auditory cortex

and left parahippocampus for the gamma frequency bands (30.5–43Hz). As the

voxel-size of each region of interest has the dimension 5mm3, we only used this voxel.

2.5 Cross-frequency coupling
Theta–gamma coupling (e.g., by nesting) is proposed to be an effective manner of

communication between cortically distant areas (Canolty et al., 2006). To verify

whether this theta–gamma nesting is present, it was calculated for, left auditory cor-

tex, and the left parahippocampus cortex using phase–amplitude cross-frequency

coupling. Phase–amplitude was chosen over power–power cross-frequency coupling
as the former has been shown to reflect a physiological mechanism for effective com-

munication in the human brain (Canolty et al., 2006). Nesting was computed by first

obtaining the time series for the x, y, and z components of the sLORETA current for

the voxel of each ROI. These are the time series of the electrical current in the three

orthogonal directions in space. Next, these were filtered in the theta (4–7.5Hz) and
gamma (30.5–43Hz) frequency band-pass regions. In each frequency band and for

each ROI, a principal component analysis for the overall x, y, z component was

computed and the first component was retained for the theta and gamma bands.

The Hilbert transform was then computed on the gamma component and the signal

envelope retained. Finally, the Pearson correlation between the theta component and

the envelope of the gamma envelope was computed for each individual.

2.6 Data analysis
Power spectrum (PS) of biological time series (of an electroencephalogram record-

ing, for instance) often shows a relationship of decreasing power as a function of fre-

quency (f ) according to the general equation: PS(f )¼ψ � f-α (Norena et al., 2010).
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The exponent α, therefore, represents the rate at which the power spectrum decreases

as a function of frequency, and gives an estimate about the length (or “distance”) of

the linear correlations within the time series in question. In other words, the slope of

the power spectrum provides an index of “temporal memory effects” in the time

series (Buzsaki, 2006). A white noise, for instance, has no correlation over time

(its autocorrelation is represented by a Dirac function) and there is no relationship

between frequency bands. As a consequence, the power spectrum of white noise

is flat. A Brownian noise (or random walk noise), on the other hand, presents cor-

relations over (short) time. In a “random walk” pattern, the position of a particle

at time t+1 will depend on its position at time t. Correlations in the time domain,

then, have their counterpart in the frequency domain: the power spectra of white

noise and Brownian noise are proportional to f-α, with α¼0 and 2, respectively.What

is called “pink noise” falls between white noise and Brownian noise with α¼1. It is

noteworthy that it has been suggested that the power spectrum of spontaneous neural

signals follow the general rule f-α, with α close to 1 (Buzsaki, 2006). The exponent α
was obtained from a linear regression between the PS and frequency (f ), as follows:

log(PS)¼α � log(f )+β. The exponent α was calculated for each artifact-free epoch

of silence, for values in the range between f¼1 and f¼43Hz. The mean average on

all individual β1 epochs (i.e., steepness of the slope) was calculated for the tinnitus

group and the healthy controls. We compared the steepness of the slope for the two

groups for both regions of interest using a regression analysis and by looking at the

interaction between the steepness of the slope and group (i.e., t-test). For the tinnitus
group a Pearson correlation was calculated for the link between the steepness of the

slope and the log-transformed electric current density at both theta and gamma

frequency for both left auditory cortex and left parahippocampus. For the cross-

frequency coupling, an independent t-test was calculated to compare the theta–
gamma coupling between the control and tinnitus group for both left auditory cortex

and left parahippocampus, respectively.

A Pearson correlation was calculated for the association between the tinnitus

loudness and the steepness of the slope for both left auditory cortex and left parahip-

pocampus, respectively.

A Pearson correlation was calculated for the relationship between the tinnitus

loudness and the log-transformed electric current density with the theta and gamma

frequency bands for both left auditory cortex and left parahippocampus, respectively.

Similar analyses were calculated for the average hearing loss with the slope and the

log-transformed electric current density, respectively.

3 Results
A comparison between the average steepness of the slope between tinnitus patients

and healthy controls revealed a significant difference for both the left auditory cortex

(t¼12.89, p<0.001) and left parahippocampus (t¼3.87, p<0.001). This finding

suggests that the average slope was significantly steeper for the healthy controls than

for the tinnitus subjects (see Fig. 2A). This effect is mainly driven by a slowing down
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FIG. 2

See figure legend on opposite page.
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of the alpha oscillations that is associated with an increase in the gamma frequency

band. A correlation between the steepness of the slope and the log-transformed

current density for the gamma frequency band revealed a significant effect for both

the left auditory cortex (r¼�0.23, p¼0.010) and the left parahippocampus

(r¼�0.25, p¼0.007) subjects (see Fig. 2B). This effect revealed a negative asso-

ciation between the steepness of the slope and the log-transformed current density for

the gamma frequency band, indicating the flatter the slope the more current density is

identified within left auditory cortex and the left parahippocampus. No significant

correlation was obtained between the steepness of the slope and the log-transformed

current density in the theta frequency band for the left auditory cortex and the left

parahippocampus. In addition, we applied a theta–gamma cross-frequency coupling

revealing that for both the left auditory cortex (t¼2.48, p¼0.014) and left parahip-

pocampus (t¼2.11, p¼0.036) increased theta–gamma cross-frequency coupling

was identified for the tinnitus group in comparison to the control group (see Fig. 2C).

A significant negative correlation was revealed between the individual steepness

of the slope and the tinnitus loudness in the left auditory cortex (r¼�0.30,

p¼0.001) and the left parahippocampus (r¼�0.26, p¼0.005) (see Fig. 3A). These

changes are mainly driven by a more pronounced gamma increase. Indeed, a

significant correlation was obtained between the loudness and the log-transformed

current density in the gamma frequency band for the left auditory cortex (r¼0.24,

p¼0.008) and the left parahippocampus (r¼0.21, p¼0.023) suggesting that the

higher the current density, the louder patients perceived their tinnitus, or vice versa

(see Fig. 3B). No significant correlation was obtained between the loudness and the

log-transformed current density in the theta frequency band for the left auditory cortex

and the left parahippocampus.

No significant correlation was found between the individual steepness of the

slope and the mean hearing loss for the left auditory cortex and the left parahippo-

campus. However, a significant positive correlation was identified between the mean

hearing loss and the log-transformed current density in the theta frequency band for

the left auditory cortex (r¼0.24, p<0.001) and the left parahippocampus (r¼0.17,

p¼0.010) indicating that more hearing loss is associated with higher current density

FIG. 2

(A) A comparison between the average steepness of the slope between tinnitus subjects and

control group demonstrates the slope becomes flatter in tinnitus patients in comparison to

healthy controls for both the left auditory cortex and left parahippocampus. The slope

becomes less steep in both brain areas. (B) Pearson correlations between the individual

steepness of the slope and tinnitus loudness for the tinnitus group. The steepness of the slope

correlates negatively with the tinnitus loudness for both the auditory cortex and

parahippocampus. (C) The current density for the gamma frequency band for both the left

auditory cortex and left parahippocampus correlates positively with the tinnitus loudness.

(D) A negative correlation was obtained between the steepness of the slope and the current

density for the gamma frequency band for both the left auditory cortex and left

parahippocampus in tinnitus patients.
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FIG. 3

A cross-frequency coupling between the theta and gamma for both the left auditory cortex and left parahippocampus is significantly increased in

the tinnitus group in comparison to the control group.
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within the theta frequency band (see Fig. 3C). No significant correlation was obtained

between the mean hearing loss and the log-transformed current density in the gamma

frequency band for the left auditory cortex and the left parahippocampus.

4 Discussion
This study approached tinnitus as a shift in global frequency band correlation instead

of investigating abnormalities in the many frequency bands in tinnitus-related brain

areas. In line with previous research in other pathologies, in patients with tinnitus a

flatter 1/f slope, i.e., a whitening of the power spectrum was identified compared to

controls, in keeping with an information theoretical approach to tinnitus.

This study showed a relation between the subjectively perceived tinnitus loud-

ness and the steepness of the slope of the power spectrum in resting-state EEG signals

for the left auditory cortex and left parahippocampus. These brain areas have been

implicated in tinnitus (De Ridder et al., 2014b; Langguth et al., 2012; Vanneste et al.,

2011; Vanneste and De Ridder, 2012) and were characterized by a slope that is flat-

tened in comparison to the control group. This seems to be predominantly related to

an increase in gamma frequency activity. This suggests a shift-to-randomness of

brain oscillations, from a pink noise to white noise structure, in the tinnitus brain.

This shift is not unique to tinnitus as this has also been observed in schizophrenia

(Radulescu et al., 2012), anxiety (Tolkunov et al., 2010), autism (Lai et al.,

2010), and Alzheimer’s disease (Vysata et al., 2014). Our finding fits with the idea

that log-dynamics are associated with risk for neurological and psychiatric illnesses

that are deregulatory in nature (Tolkunov et al., 2010). The question remains why a

shift from pink to a more random white noise structure is related to different pathol-

ogies. It has been suggested that pink noise (1/f1) is the optimal transition between

order and disorder, an optimal “sweet-spot”, which permits both flexibility and

stability (Hellyer et al., 2014; Van Orden et al., 2005), as well as being optimal

for signal transmission in a noisy environment. Indeed, 1/f signals themselves can

be encoded and transmitted by sensory neurons with higher efficiency (Yu et al.,

2005). This could be related to the fact that 1/f background noise enhances the sen-

sitivity of neurons to subthreshold signals better than white noise (Nozaki et al.,

1999; Soma et al., 2003). Thus, in tinnitus patients the shift to more white noise

may imply less efficacious signal transmission, especially in the tinnitus-related

network.

A negative correlation was found between the subjectively perceived tinnitus

loudness and the steepness of the slope for the left auditory cortex and the left

parahippocampus. Our findings indicate that the louder the patients perceive their

tinnitus, the less steep the slope in the left auditory cortex and the left parahippocam-

pus. The steepness of the slope is predominantly related to an increase in gamma

activity, suggesting that the slope is normalizing toward white noise. Based on

the thalamocortical dysrhythmia model, the dominant resting-state alpha rhythm de-

creases to theta band activity (De Ridder et al., 2015; Llinas et al., 1999, 2005;
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Vanneste et al., 2018). Increased theta and gamma activity in the left auditory cortex

and left parahippocampus, that is coupled, has been linked to deafferentation

(Vanneste et al., 2019; Vanneste and De Ridder, 2016). It was proposed that theta

reflects the negative symptoms (hearing loss, hypoesthesia,…) and gamma the pos-

itive symptoms (i.e., tinnitus) in diseases characterized by TCD (Llinas et al., 2005;

Llinas and Steriade, 2006), which is confirmed by this study. Thus, the negative

symptoms (i.e., hearing loss) are proposed to be linked to less information processing

and therefore slowed alpha activity, as if the deafferented thalamocortical columns

are “as asleep” (Llinas et al., 2005). It has been proposed that this theta could then act

as a long-range carrier wave (Freeman, 2003) on which the tinnitus information can

be nested by means of gamma oscillatory activity (De Ridder et al., 2014b, 2015).

This fits our data, which demonstrated a correlation between the slope and the tin-

nitus loudness, and the increase of coupled gamma–theta wave activity in the tinnitus
patients.

Overall, our findings link an information theoretical and neurophysiological

approach to explain tinnitus. Both critically depend on the concept that missing au-

ditory information is essential in the generation of tinnitus. The tinnitus is likely

linked to a difference in information transmission (due to auditory deprivation)

thereby flattening the slope. Neurophysiologically this is based on a slowing down

of alpha activity to theta in the auditory cortex or parahippocampus in tinnitus

associated with increased gamma activity (De Ridder et al., 2014a, 2015).
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